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All of us have some model or an inspirer when s/he was a kid . For me it was 

a girl but not any girl She's a small Indian girl . That’s not all, But she's also 

Not real girl She's a cartoon girl Do you want to know her? Sally she was my 

model . In my presentation I will give you more details about my little model 

and her carton . I will explain to you how this little girl affected on 

mypersonality. First of all, Princess Sarah (?????? , Purinsesu Sera? , Sally, 

also known as Little Princess Sara(h) is a 1985 Japanese anime series 

produced by Nippon Animation, based on Frances Hodgson Burnett's novel, A

Little Princess. Spanning 46 episodes It was also aired in numerous countries

worldwide and translated into several languages, including French, Italian, 

German, Arabic and Spanish. In the Pan-Arab region, it became the most 

successful anime based on a novel adaptation in the 90s with small variation

in which the main character name is Sally instead of Sara. Story 

Sally or Princess Sarah tells the story of Sarah Crewe, a young daughter of a

wealthy  Englishfamilyin  India,  who  starts  attending  an  all-girl's  seminary

selectionboarding schoolin London, where she excels in her studies and is

loved deeply by many of her friends and classmates. However, tragedy soon

strikes  when  Sally's  father  passes  away  and  her  family  goes  bankrupt,

leaving her to be a poor orphan. The school's headmistress, Miss Minchin,

takes advantage of this situation and makes her a maid in the school, trying

hard to make her life as miserable as possible. 

However, Sally, with the help of her friends, tries to endure all her hardships

until redemption comes at last. Main Characters Sally Crewe. I weared her in

many things the look, style . She was beautiful , stylish and petite. When I

was child I wish if I  were her at the begins of her life off course. Emilly=
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Ralph Crewe Sally's doll . she was the best friend for sally because it was a

present  from her  father  and  it's  look  like  to  one  of  her  friends  in  India.

Exactly from this point I learnt to be loyal and true-blue girl . Miss Minchin

Maria minchin 

It was unfeeling , strict , keen woman . Hates sally and treats her very badly.

From this woman I knew the real meaning of unfairness and sally's reaction

learnt me the meaning of the patient. Amelia Minchin The sister of maria

minchin . but it was kind and always try to help sally. I believethat a good-

hearted person can find a good-hearted person even if s/he inside the devils

world. Peter A poor boy . He was the driver of sally's rig. Becky= vecky She

was the maid . she was very poor. When sally was rich she helped her many

times . so when sally became poor . ally and vecky become best friends .

Ermengarde St. John She was a student her family in force her to study so,

she found everything difficult . sally helped her in many subjects and when

sally became maid ermengarde help sally and gave her books I learnt from

her to be obliging person. Lottie Legh The smallest and nosiest student in the

school . sally treat her very kindly . she called sally mama sally. I learnt from

sally to be tenderness and kindness Lavinia Herbert It hold a grudge against

sally because sally was smarter, richer , and more beautiful than her. 

Sally  always  be  polite  and kind with  her  .  That's  told  the person always

reflects himself so, he must be polite all the time. James The cooker it was

strict and following miss menchin.. Tom Carrisford An old man partner and

friend of sally's father .  return to sally her heritage and she's be wealthy

again .  I  learnt  from that the truth and prerogative never lost.  Summary

Hope you are enjoy in my presentation and maybe this told us to be very
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careful when we chose the cartoons and movies for our children. because as

you see it's 16 years ago and this cartoon still stick in my mind. . . 
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